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The state of art in the Adriatic tidal studies, facing

the problem of the Venice floods forecasting, can be sum

rnarized as follows.

There are "classical" achievements yielding the possi

bility of good predictions about six hours ahead. They are

made possible by the good description of the ordinary tide,

whichis relevant (one of the most active spots in the ,Med

iterranean) but favorably simple, free from overtides and

similar disturbances. After it, the dynamics of seiches

and surges was made clear. The knowledge of the current

weather conditions,over the Adriatic allows the kind of

forecast summarized above, as it was shawn in the Venice

IBM Research Center 1 , in the Weather Service of the Italian

Air Force 2 and the Venice CNR Laboratory3.

Recent results cancern the use of very simple numerical

schemes for a quick forecasting. A linear predictive fi1

ter was implemented, acting only on the local observed sea

level in Venice and the local atmospher~c pressure. The re

sults are surprisingly accurate (but in a differenct realm,

with respect to the previous models): this can be seen as

an inexpensive tool ta decide for a warning. The method is

still being improved 4 .

The new frontiers in this field are~the 12 hours of good

predictions. Meteoralogists are doing their best for speci-
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fic wind prediction models for the Adriatic5 , and this (in

connection with the existing schemes) is one of the solu

tians. Other approaches are tested, exte~ding the "classi

calI' point of view (which was successful in the Adriatic)

to a wider area 4 (the Central Mediterranean, say). The a

mount of knowledge about the relevant atmospherie phenomena

is sueh (including the planned experiments within GARP, the

weIl known international meteorologieal effort for -the next

years) that one can be confident in satisfactory improve

ments of the present status.
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